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As a result, they come off the showroom floor with a definite head start in the comfort and
rideability departments. The difference in intended usage creates a divergence in design right
off the bat; a full fender contains the fling from the front wheel on the base model, and it rocks a
tall screen that punches a hole in the weather for your torso. Naturally, these rides sport
different rubber with tire profiles matched to their appropriate machine , but to its credit, the
factory opted for laced rims for a bit of an off-road bias no matter which you choose. Bash
plates at the turn of the cradle come with an added belly pan to protect both the engine and the
exhaust system from terrain strikes. Tapered aluminum bars come with a six-position adjuster
that let you dial in the bar position to suit your body type and comfort range, and the footpegs
are set to allow for a standing posture as well as a comfortable, upright seated riding position. A
minimal mudguard mounts the license plate and winkers with the taillight tucked away beneath
the seat, and like the rest of the bike, they utilize LED technology for maximum visibility. Both
bikes rely on blackout rims with polished spokes to mount the inch front wheel and inch rear.
The steering head comes with a damper to take the edge off any potential kickback for an
overall increase in stability, and it sets a A set of 43 mm, WP Apex forks float the front end with
adjustable compression- and rebound-damping features that let you dial the base model in to
suit yourself, but it looks as though the coil-over, direct-link monoshock only delivers the
obligatory spring-preload adjustment. Brakeage is consistent across the board with a pair of
four-pot, opposed-piston anchors that bite dual, mm discs to control the front wheel. Out back,
a twin-piston caliper and mm disc takes care of business. You can switch between the
cornering ABS feature that lets you get the most out of your brakes, even in a corner, and the
Off-Road ABS feature that turns off the rear ABS and acutely dumbs down the front-brake
intervention to give you some leeway when you want to let it all hang out in the rough. That
lean-sensitive fandanglery on the Adventure continues into the engine controls. Plus there is an
Off-road Ride Mode that allows for a little slip before it intervenes to liven things up once the
blacktop turns to brown. This is a next-gen mill that runs an 88 mm bore and It is liquid cooled
with dual oil pumps that deliver plenty of oil to the critical areas and draw off some heat as well.
Both the engine and the six-speed transmission are stuffed into a common case, and that
comes canted forward in the frame to make for a compact installation. After the gearbox, a
tough chain drive delivers power to the rear wheel. In spite of their differences, the entirety of
the drivetrain is consistent across the board on these two. This puts the pair at an attractive
price point to be real contenders in the adventure market. The front fairing carries itself in an
all-business fashion with a narrow, rally-style screen to punch a hole for the upper torso with no
wasted coverage. In all honesty, both bikes fit the mold, but where KTM presents its usual spiky
face to the world, Yamaha takes a softer approach. Yamaha supplies its ST with fully adjustable
front forks and adjustable rebound-damping to go with the spring preload tweak out back. The
brakes come under the watchful eye of both the Unified Brake System and the Anti-lock Brake
System , so the Yamaha is arguably the more stable of the two under heavy braking actions.
Many may find it a bitter pill to swallow. Read more KTM news. All images featured on this
website are copyrighted to their respective rightful owners. No infringement is intended. Image
Source: ktm. Cornering-ABS and offroad mode, disengageable Bosch 9. Cornering-ABS and
offroad mode, disengageable. Engine: 2-cylinder, 4-stroke, parallel twin Displacement: cc Bore x
Stroke: 88 mm x TJ Hinton. J got an early start from his father and other family members who
owned and rode motorcycles, and by helping with various mechanical repairs throughout
childhood. That planted a seed that grew into a well-rounded appreciation of all things
mechanical, and eventually, into a formal education of same. Though primarily a Harley rider, he
has an appreciation for all sorts of bikes and doesn't discriminate against any particular brand
or region of origin. He currently holds an Associate's degree in applied mechanical science
from his time at the M. Read More. Related Articles. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:.
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journalist job. Austrian brand KTM has put together an impressive line-up for Fortunately, KTM
is on the ball, with an updated website and a comprehensive list of what we can expect for With
new Euro5 rules coming into play, a lot of KTMs models will need some tinkering in the engine
department, with the likes of the transitioning into a new configuration in some markets. For
years, the KTM RC has been known as a sharp and sophisticated entry-level sports machine
that delivers moderate power in a fully-faired and fully-realized sport bike package. Underneath
those angular fairings, the RC features a cc liquid-cooled single-cylinder engineâ€”the very
same unit that powers the Duke and Adventure. The engine produces a modest 41 horsepower
and 26 lb-ft of torque. For those looking for a thrill-inducing ride with a smaller displacement
and a lower price tag, this is a worthy choice. Armed with a recently updated degree 1,cc
liquid-cooled LC8 V-twin engine, and a lightweight chassis that was all-new last year, the Super
Duke R is a lean, mean, and powerful motorcycle that offers high-performance, easy handling,

and plenty of top-spec riding aids. Chief among those include multiple ride modes, an optional
track mode, advanced traction control, Supermoto ABS, cruise control, adaptive lighting, and
more. It has been seen, it has been previewed, and the website even has a dedicated URL with
all the details that currently redirects to an error message but the important details about the
Duke R are still eluding us. No doubt Covid had a hand in the postponement. The engine has
been enlarged to a displacement of cc, with talk of a power output of hp with 73 lb-ft of peak
torque. Newer and plusher WP Apex suspension will also be included, along with a host of other
top-shelf parts. Just know this: it is coming. While we eagerly await the arrival of the above
mentioned Duke R, we can still marvel at the Duke. The engine is a cc parallel-twin LC8 unit that
delivers more than enough power for serious riding. Nothing new for here, like many of the
street-focused models from KTM. Still, the Duke will be available throughout , doing what most
sized KTMs do: they bring the ethos of the larger models to a different audience by offering a
similar ride experience but in a smaller sized package. The Duke is a good package with
high-quality components and an exciting ride experience. ABS comes as standard, along with a
Supermoto riding mode. Ideal for urban commuting, the KTM Duke uses a small but potent
engine to provide capable thrills and impressive performance at a very attractive price point. It
remains unchanged from , and this tough-as-nails adventure machine continues to be a
class-leading model. Unlike the Super Adventure S, the R-branded model leans towards real
off-road adventure rather than asphalt mile-munching. In comfort, and in style. In short: same as
above, but with a more road-focused bias! The S-model is certainly geared towards on-road
riding, but it can handle lighter trails and loose roads fairly well too. Both models use the same
1,cc liquid-cooled V-twin engine and six-speed manual transmission. Much of the other
equipment is the same, too. However, the Super Adventure S enjoys semi-active WP
suspension, cruise control, road-focused tires, and a number of other touring-ready
practicalities. New Euro5 regulations have forced KTM to make a number of changes to many
models in its line-up. The Adventure is one of those models. Now featuring a larger engine with
revised internals, improved chassis geometry, and plenty of upgrades to the electronics, the
new and improved KTM Adventure is a capable and sporty adventure tourer. The all-new
Adventure is powered by an cc two-cylinder, four-stroke, parallel-twin engine that produces
horsepower and Updated ABS and traction control, improved shifting, and a reinforced clutch,
make the Adventure a force to be reckoned with, both on and off-road. At least not yet, anyway.
The larger displacement model has been created to bridge the gap between middle-weight and
heavy-weight adventure riding. And conform to new Euro5 regs. To do that, the parallel-twin
engine now boasts cubic centimeters of displacement, along with horsepower and Well, not a
lot. Aside from that, the Adventure R still boasts the same sophisticated electronics package,
including cornering ABS, next-gen traction control, off-road ABS, and off-road and rally ride
modes. Like the other models in the range, the Rally version draws power from the new Euro5
compliant cc two-cylinder, four-stroke, parallel-twin engine. The output ratings are the same
horsepower and The engine specs are the same, but the level of extras on the Rally model is
something else altogether. Other nice features include carbon fiber details, Rally footrests, a
clear screen, winglets, and a unique livery. The models are still alive and kicking for , and while
the year has changed, the specs of the Adventure have not. Drawing power from a cc
liquid-cooled parallel-twin engine, and enhanced with cornering ABS, advanced traction control,
off-road ABS, dedicated off-road and rally riding modes, and full MY RIDE connectivity, this
middle-weight adventure machine is a practical, capable, and fun choice. The more off-road
focused Adventure model is the Adventure R. However, there are some key differences. Chief
among these include the addition of more advanced suspension. Another significant difference
is the seat. The Adventure R features a one-piece seat for more confident off-road riding. These
are just some of the many upgrades available on the Adventure R. The top-of-the-range model
in the Adventure line-up is the Adventure R Rally. Again, these are a carry-over from Last year,
they were part of a limited production run. The KTM Adventure debuted in and is on sale once
again throughout This small-capacity adventure machine is a capable, practical, and affordable
ride that will leave new riders and experienced hands feeling impressed. Despite being small in
displacement, the Adventure is big in features and boasts comprehensive equipment and
high-end components. The Adventure draws power from a compact and lightweight cc
single-cylinder engine. ABS, EMS, and an anti-hopping clutch as just some of the many
interesting features that this travel-enduro machine has to offer. Ideal for new riders,
commuters, and for those looking for a versatile motorcycle, the Adventure is a lightweight bike
with heavyweight ambitions. The result is a capable dual-sport motorcycle that delivers
excellent on-road capability and very impressive off-road riding too. Updated for , the SMC R is
an advanced Supermoto that can slide around mountain roads and racetracks with ease, and
cause all kinds of trouble on city streets too. It uses the same engine, a However, the difference

is the addition of fully-adjustable WP APEX suspension, different engine modes, road-focused
tires and brakes, and road-specific riding modes. All of that tech is tucked into a lightweight and
nimble frame designed for precision motorcycle riding. The result is a lightweight and nimble
Supermoto model that provides effective power, uses advanced technology, and delivers
competitive, class-leading performance. In short: it draws power from a The Freeride EX-C
boasts an impressive electric drivetrain, but it also uses nothing but the best parts and
components. However, simply dismissing it as a toy is a disservice. This is a high-end
mini-crosser for truly talented junior riders who need competition performance in a smaller,
pollution-free package. This compact motorcycle uses a small but potent 48 V BLDC motor that
offers a viable alternative to a conventional 50cc internal combustion engine. The engine is
complemented with six selectable riding modes, a power cut-off lanyard, and an impressive
battery. Other top-notch features include WP suspension, disc brakes, and an adjustable seat
height. And of course, there are plenty of KTM-branded power parts available to help you tailor
your ride to your needs. Ever since it arrived on the scene in , the EXC-F has been an enduro
sensation. Thanks to a selection of impressive upgrades, the KTM EXC-F is the best model so
far, offering class-leading performance, and incredible handling and agility. The actual engine is
a For those looking for the perfect balance of nimble handling and impressive power and
torque, the EXC-F is what you need. Often considered as the most powerful and quite possible
most advanced off-road bike available, the KTM XCF-W is a serious enduro machine. The
engine, however, is the same. The cc SOHC single-cylinder motor produces huge power, but in
the new lightweight chromoly steel frame, it feels unreal. For a , the XCF-W behaves like a much
smaller motorcycle, making it ideal for heavy-duty off-roading. For , the XCF-W has a number of
interesting updates. All XCF-W models get a new lightweight chromoly frame bringing the
overall weight of the bike right down. Other new features include a new exhaust, new header
pipes, a new airbox, and a number of other tweaks. For those looking for a smart enduro bike
that can tackle the toughest of terrains, this one ticks all the right boxes. In fact, the engine is
now lighter and more competitive than before, giving the KTM XC-F an impressive
power-to-weight ratio. Equipped with traction control, handlebar-mounted map selections, and
WP XACT suspension, the model is the most advanced to date. The result is the XC-F: a
state-of-the-art enduro machine with an aggressive temperament and advanced technology, but
in an accessible package that riders of any skill level and experience can get a thrill out of.
Thanks to the latest Euro5 regulations, many KTM dirt bikes have had to endure engine
revisions for , and the XC-F is one of them. For many riders, the is more than enough. Proof that
good things come in small packages. Thanks to new manufacturing techniques, the new frame
offers better handling, stability, and rider feedback. New aluminum components, a lighter
subframe, and revised chassis geometry are also included in the mix to make for a more
impressive ride experience. Drawing power from a compact cc single-cylinder two-stroke
engine, riders can enjoy big power in a lightweight and nimble chassis. Made from chromoly
steel, the new frame also boasts aluminum head stays, redesigned frame guards, a super light
subframe, and a one-piece aluminum swingarm. It boasts an all-new chromoly steel frame with
revised geometry and components for a lightweight and nimble ride experience. For , it gets
even better with a new air pressure sensor, exhaust system, WP suspension package, and new
graphics. Talking of suspension, as mentioned above, the XC models differ from the XC-W
models because they use linkage suspension, harder front forks, and a semi-close ratio
gearbox. The result is a lightweight and agile motorcycle that feels more like a motocrosser in
enduro clothing. Ideal for junior and aspiring off-road riders, the XC offers plenty of power in a
lightweight and agile frame, making for the perfect entry-level experience. The XC uses a
compact It also features both an electric starter and a kick starter too. Built around a
hydroformed chromium molybdenum steel frame, with advanced WP XACT suspension and
Brembo brakes, the SX-F is a light and nimble machine with precision handling and plenty of
power. The This special version comes complete with KTM proprietary Connectivity Unit, along
with a host of other racing upgrades, including a holeshot device, composite parts, and an
Akrapovic slip-on silencer. This mid-sized MX bike is a competition-ready machine with all the
bells and whistles, including traction control, launch control, top-shelf components, and a
powerful Aside from new graphics, the main updates to the SX-F concern the suspension.
Designed to offer a race-ready experience for riders who want a lightweight ride with real power,
and serious agility, the KTM SX-F is a real powerhouse. Ideal for both amateur and professional
riders, the SX-F offers something for everyone. The lightweight frame and chassis surround a
compact but potent Unlike many other small-capacity dirt bikes on the market, KTM has treated
this little with a number of exciting features, including traction control, launch control, and an
impressive shopping list of premium parts. The engine features a number of exciting
components, such as a revised counter-balance shaft to reduce vibration, a twin-valve

controlled power valve, and a hydraulically operated DDS clutch. Harsh but true. But this is a
real championship-winning machineâ€”with an instantly recognizable sound and feel. It offers
an excellent mix of agility and power, with class-leading torque and horsepower in a lightweight
and dynamic chassis. It shares almost all of its DNA with the smaller SX model mentioned
below, but with a little more power for riders who need more oomph. The above-mentioned SX
is a great choice, however, many riders might find the SX to be a better investment. With a few
updates for , the smaller model offers a very similar ride experience to the So, what makes it a
better choice? Only the cylinder head and piston need swapping, with no need to replace the
crankshaft. With that in mind, the SX could be better value for money. These lightweight MX
models are aimed at junior riders who are making the transition from pocket dirt bikes to the big
models. Because of this, KTM treats the 85 SX models with the same architecture as the
full-sized SX models, and with a very capable 85cc single-cylinder two-stroke engine. Both
models are identical, except for a few differences: the rim sizes. The slight difference may not
seem like much to a fully-grown adult, but for a junior rider, it can make a world of difference.
Geared towards riders aged between 8 and 12 years old, the KTM 65 SX is a fully-fledged race
machine that comes equipped with the latest KTM technology with the same architecture and
features as its bigger brothers. The kickstart-only You need a return on that investment. This
little MX bike is aimed at young riders that are aged between 4 and 10 years old. This one boasts
a 49cc engine, a hassle-free automatic clutch, and smooth power delivery that can be restrained
with an additional restrictor kit if necessary. The Mini model is aimed at younger riders and
features a smaller frame with lower ground clearance. The Factory Edition model, however, is
aimed at pro-kids. Your email address will not be published. Sign Up Today Get all the best
motorcycle news, reviews and deals delivered to your inbox weekly. About the author. No
Comment Leave a reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Model Year
Motorcycles. Find A Product Search for:. Reliable and unbiased advice here. Make Smart
Decisions Product Buying Guides In-depth guides to help riders understand what to look for,
how to weigh options and make good buying decisions. This website uses cookies to ensure
you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to use this site you agree to these
cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Joined: Feb 19, Oddometer:
Hello friends. I have a ktm adventure r. I am going to sell it and get a adventure r. The weight of
the appeals to me much more as I don't have the strength of Shaq. Anyway, my question is this:
how many glitches does the r have? In no hurry and can easily wait until the model comes out
wne hopefully ktm has fixed a few glitches. I realize there is never a perfect time but lm in zero
rush. Thanks, Matt. Flatroads , Apr 29, Pretty much everything is covered there. Dan Lorenze ,
EvilSteve , scfrank and 2 others like this. ST3Martin , Apr 29, Maybe February and in his name.
Flatroads likes this. Joined: Oct 13, Oddometer: 1, Location: wilnis de ronde venen nederland.
Okay, now I'm trying to decide if I wait until the comes out or stick with a A few extra HP but I
also assume lbs. ADV Sponsors. XArmy , Jul 16, Anyone know anything new? July is half over.
I'm dying to know if there are any updates to the O'TIS likes this. Zuber , Jul 22, The rumor I
heard was that production will finally go to China. Tigerkf , Jul 22, Smashy , Jul 23, Joined: Feb
7, Oddometer: Location: Toronto. Toddv , Jul 23, Nobody really "knows" anything except the
folks that aren't allowed to say at this point. Heck, I haven't even heard any credible rumors on
what the will look like. KTM is pretty good at holding gheir cards close to the chest. Queestce ,
Aug 26, Joined: Aug 15, Oddometer: 8. Does anyone have any further info on this at all? I'm a
few weeks away from being in the striking zone to buy my Pipeman , Aug 27, My r was made in
India, Austria or China? How can I tell? I looked at the sticker on the bike and did not see a
"made in " description. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. No, but
I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? After having brought a full Rally Kit to market
for the KTM Adventure last summer, aftermarket manufacturer Rebel X Sports has decided to
develop a simpler fairing kit for the bike. This easy upgrade can be done by simply swapping
side panels to give a completely new aesthetic feel to your KTM Adventure, along with improved
wind protection. The Rebel X kit will be developed in conjunction with their partner Autologue
Design, a top brand for bolt-on body kits and various types of prototyping. These sketches are
the first designs before testing begins. Experienced Dakar Rally riders will thoroughly test the
fairings in order to achieve a top quality product. As far as materials, Rebel X is considering
either fiberglass or different types of durable plastics as options. For more information go to
rebelxsports. Looking forward to the final product and someone reporting on how it works
beyond just a cosmetic change. I rarely spend a good chunk of change on things to just change
the look but this kit looks good and may have a positive aero affect on the highway. Hi guys â€”
are we still shooting for sept as a release date? Connect With Us. Published on Simply swap the
stock side panels to give a completely new aesthetic feel to your KTM Adventure. Touring
windscreen is not included in the kit. A Look 10 Years After. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. That

looks way better! I wish KTM made that stock not sure what they were thinking. Looks more
complete for sure. Last word from Rebel X is they are expecting to make them available in
September. Are we still shooting for a sept release? Connect With Us:. Popular Stories. Top
Moto Tours. Upcoming Events Connect with us:. Attention was paid to weight reduction and
rider ergonomics; providing comfort over distance and the feel of full control both on- and
off-road. The frame is made with tubular chromoly steel using the engine as a stressed member
to reduce weight and overall size. The steel trellis subframe was developed to be compact,
lightweight and also strong enough to carry a passenger and luggage over difficult terrain.
Hung from this are heavy-duty spoked wheels matched to a fully-adjustable WP suspension
with ample ground clearance. A standout element of the design and engineering concept is the
fuel tank. The goal was to provide up to miles km of riding between refueling and assist in agile,
confidence-inspiring at slow speeds. The main volume of the tank is placed as low as possible
to concentrate masses around the center point â€” even when the tank is full. In terms of rider
ergonomics , the slim upper part of the tank gives a narrow knee area when standing up, adding
greater levels of control when riding off-road. It allows for a straighter and lower seat The main
information is arranged in a position where the rider can immediately see it, while additional
displayed information can be chosen by the rider. This allows pairing with a smartphone for
receiving or rejecting phone calls, listening to music and, using the optional app, navigating
with on screen turn-by-turn directions along with audio prompts. Convenience can be further
enhanced by adding the optional quickshifter for clutchless up and down shifts and optional
cruise control for more comfortable long-distance highway rides. The Adventure boasts a nearly
2-inch lower seat height We expect the Adventure to be a more approachable,
confidence-inspiring adventure machine that will still retain much of the off-road capability of
the Adventure R. While the KTM Adventure R is designed for those that are looking for a
no-compromise off-road machine for more challenging terrain. Pricing for both models is to be
announced. Larger engine, larger tank, rear frame, front fairing inc much better lightâ€¦ and
probably some other things that add weight! This bike was supposed to come in, right around
wet. Oh wellâ€¦. Which weighs about 12lbs a gallon I think? And is carried pretty low compared
to most, so it should feel quite a bit lighter than it is. Water is about If I recall and as we all know
anything fuel is far less than water. I believe Gasoline is around 6. Whatever, I think its one Hell
of a bike. For all you guys Whining about wieght, maybe up your Riding Skills a bit! Good on
you KTM! Us Gallon of water is only 8. Looks like you may have confused UK Imperial gallon
weight. Not to mention hp and My husky dealer is also a CFMoto dealer. He says the motors are
already being built in China by CFMoto. No tubeless tire capability it seems? This topic should
be covered when reviewing an adventure bike. Pingback: What's Good!? Hi , I am very
interested in the standard as I have never had an adv bike , current being a street triple rs
however the tubed tyre is a concern. Am I over reacting? Tubeless wheels are a nice
convenience but even If yo do have tubeless, you should know how to take off the wheel and
install a fresh tube â€” especially if you plan to ride to the middle of nowhere. It just takes a little
technique and patience. Pity the quick shift is not standard. Less HP, but less weight. Connect
With Us. Published on According to KTM their goal was clear; to provide a serious off-road
motorcycle for adventure riders who want to tackle a wide range of challenging terrain, all while
being supported by comfortable long-distance travel ergonomics and the convenience of
sophisticated electronics. Powered by the compact cc LC8c parallel twin engine â€” introduced
in the KTM DUKE â€” pumping out 95 hp, the revised powerplant is focused on a wide
powerband of usable torque. The ride by wire technology and advanced electronics provide
riders a choice of Street, Offroad, Rain and Rally ride
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modes in order to match the conditions and terrain. With these settings, the slippage allowed
can be very precisely matched to the condition of the terrain, the skill level of the rider and the
requirements of the ride. Lean angle sensitivity is also in attendance, helping the motorcycle
traction control MTC and cornering ABS to function literally on the edge of traction. The 20L
tank is placed as low as possible for a lower CG. It also makes the bike narrow in the knee area
when standing up and allows for a straighter and lower seat, giving the rider more freedom to
move and better accessibility. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Does anybody know if the rumors
that this bike will be made in China are true? For clarification, the entire bike being build in
China is bullshit. I was wondering the same thing. Tubeless is so much better day to day. Plug
and go! Its not that simple that one is better than other. Connect With Us:. Popular Stories. Top
Moto Tours. Upcoming Events Connect with us:.

